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Abstract
How can we determine which artist a given user
will listen to next? Is it possible to create in-
terpretable representations of listening trajecto-
ries? In this paper, we present an overview of a
recently proposed method, called TribeFlow, de-
veloped to tackle questions like these. In music
streaming datasets, TribeFlow has been shown to
be more accurate than other approaches. Also,
TribeFlow is able to represent user behavior in
an interpretable and probabilistic latent space.

1. Introduction
Which artist will Alice listen to next? Can listening
habits be explained by common patterns? For a long time
such questions have attracted the attention of researchers
from different fields. In the fields of psychology and
musicology (Rentfrow et al., 2011; Rentfrow & Gosling,
2003; Hargreaves, 2012), researchers exploit musical pref-
erences to study social and individual identity (Rent-
frow & Gosling, 2003), mood regulation (Saarikallio &
Erkkilä, 2007), as well as the underlying factors of prefer-
ences (Rentfrow et al., 2011). More recently, computer sci-
entists are tackling such questions as they become central
to develop music recommender systems (Figueiredo et al.,
2016; Chen et al., 2012; 2013).

With the rise of Online Music Streaming Services (OMSSs)
over the last decade or so, large datasets of user behavior
can be used to shed light on questions like the ones above.
More specifically, digital traces of the listening habits mu-
sic streaming users are readily available to researchers.

In this paper, we present an overview of TribeFlow. This
method has been recently proposed to mine the online lis-
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Figure 1. Example of a trajectory Tu. Nodes represent artists,
edges represent time. Colors represent environments.

tening habits of users as trajectories (Figueiredo et al.,
2016) (or trails (Singer et al., 2015)). TribeFlow has been
shown to be more accurate and interpretable than state-
of-the-art baselines in user trajectory mining (Figueiredo
et al., 2016). We describe the method in the next section.

2. TribeFlow in a Nutshell
In order to apply TribeFlow, user listening habits are rep-
resented as trajectories. More formally, each trajectory de-
fines the sequence of artists (ordered by time) that the user
has listened to. Initially, let us define a user (or listener) as
u ∈ U and an artist as a ∈ A. U and A is the set of users
and artists, respectively. In a song listening dataset, user
plays are represented as triples (t, u, a), capturing that u,
listened to a at time t. Finally, let au,t be the artist listened
by user u at timestamp t, and ti simply denote t’s position
(i) when user time stamps are ordered (e.g., t1 < t2).

With the definitions above, the trajectory of a user u is de-
fined as Tu =< (au,t1 , δu,t1), (au,t2 , δu,t2), ... >. Tu is a
sequence with each entry (au,ti , δu,ti) being a tuple repre-
senting the artist listened by u at time t (au,ti ), as well as
the amount of time the user dedicates listening to a (δu,ti ).
δ is also known as the inter-event time. For instance, if a
user listens to The Beatles for one hour, then au,ti is The
Beatles and δu,ti = 1h. In Figure 1 we show an example a
users trajectory. Each circle is an artist identified by num-
bers, the time is represented by the length of the arrows.
Colors represent environments, which we now describe.

There exists a variety of latent factors that create user tra-
jectories. For instance, the preferences of users is one
such factor (e.g., users that like rock music). Geographi-
cal constraints are another factor. Some users will listen
to bands that come from their home cities, or play where
they live. Social factors, such as the preferences of friends,
or even characteristics of the OMSS (e.g., recommendation
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Figure 2. A simplified version of the graphical model for
TribeFlow. For the full version see (Figueiredo et al., 2016)

engines) also impact trajectories. What is important to note
is that, in the end, the result of listening habits is a trajectory
as shown in Figure 1. We call the latent factors that lead
to trajectories as environments. In Figure 1 environments
are represented by colors. The goal of TribeFlow’s infer-
ence algorithm is specifically to decompose user trajecto-
ries such environments. Trajectories are then aggregated in
order to provide an interpretable probabilistic space.

In details, TribeFlow models the listening habits of users
as random choices over random environments. That is,
TribeFlow captures a generative process that represents
users as initially choosing a random environment, say pop
music. After choosing this environment, users will fixate
their attention to an artist for a given time interval δ. After
this period, users will choose a random environment again
(which can be the same as before).

In Figure 2 we show a simplified version of the graphical
model employed by TribeFlow. The difference between
this model and the one originally proposed (Figueiredo
et al., 2016) is that in our summary we focus on bursts of
size one. That is, users choose environments after each
play. See the original paper for a more in-depth discus-
sion of the effect of burst sizes. Also, we removed the stick
breaking prior. In this figure, α and β are Dirichlet hyper-
parameters. z is a latent environment.

TribeFlow works using as input a set of trajectories Tc ∈ T .
Let, Z be the set of latent environments. The size of this
set k = |Z| is learned from the data using split and merge
moves (Figueiredo et al., 2016). Θ and Φ are outputs of
the model, initialized randomly and updated in each learn-
ing step. TribeFlow works by sampling from the posterior
defined by the model in Figure 2:

P [z, au,ti+1
, au,ti , s, δ] =

P [z|u]P [au,ti |z]P [au,ti+1 |z]P [δ|z]
1− P [au,ti |z]

The model is learned using a EM algorithm. The e-step is
captured by a Gibbs sampling step over every play on the
dataset. The m-step estimates P [δ|z]. P [z|u], and P [z|a]
are both sampled from a multinomial using the Dirichlet
priors defined by Θ and Φ. The term P [δ|z] captures a dis-
tribution of inter-event times for a given environment. This
term is heuristically captured using the survival probability
of inter-event times assigned to z during the e-step.

Last.FM-Groups Last.FM-1k

FPMC 0.00043 0.00048
PRLME 0.10861 0.10354
TribeFlow 0.18301 0.16735

Table 1. Mean Reciprocal Rank Values for TribeFlow and state-
of-the-art competitors: FPMC (Rendle et al., 2010) and
PRLME (Feng et al., 2015)

3. Results
We now show the results of TribeFlow at work. We eval-
uate the model on two Last.FM datasets, namely Last.FM-
1k and Last.FM-Groups. Last.FM-1k captures captures
roughly 10 million plays from 1 thousand users. Last.FM-
Groups captures over 80 million plays from 15,000 users.

Before describing some of our results, we note that
TribeFlow was the only approach to execute in these
datasets (without any filtering) in under a day (Figueiredo
et al., 2016). Other methods did not finish in over 10 days.
Thus, we present some results comparing TribeFlow with
other methods based on sub-samples of 10k user plays from
each dataset. 70% of each dataset is used for training and
validation (the first 70% of plays). Evaluations are per-
formed on the last 30% of plays.

Our first competitor is Factorizing Personalized Markov
Chain (FPMC) (Rendle et al., 2010). FPMC was initially
proposed to predict the next object a user will insert into an
online shopping basket. If we consider a user has listening
to au,t , FPMC can be used to rank the candidate artists, or
destinations that a user will listen to next. Our second com-
petitor is the best-performing Latent Markov Embedding
(LME) (Chen et al., 2012; 2013) method in our datasets,
called Personalized Ranking by Latent Markov Embedding
(PRLME) (Feng et al., 2015).

We evaluate each method using the mean reciprocal rank
over (MRR) (Figueiredo et al., 2016) every play on the
evaluation set. Our results, depicted in Table 1, show that
TribeFlow is at least 60% more accurate than competitors.
PRLME, the second best results, achieved MRR values
of roughly 0.10 on both datasets. In contrast, TribeFlow
achieves 0.16 and 0.18 for Last.FM-Groups and Last.FM-
1k respectively. Similar results are achieve on other subsets
of the data (Figueiredo et al., 2016).

4. Conclusions
In this paper we presented a summary of TribeFlow for mu-
sic discovery applications. TribeFlow is a novel approach,
and it is more accurate than state-of-the art methods when
predicting which artist a user will listen to next. As future
work, we plan on experimenting with TribeFlow on other
datasets and other domains.
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